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In this article a symmetry group of scaling transformations is determined for a
partial differential equation of fractional order a , containing among particular
cases the diffusion equation, the wave equation, and the fractional diffusion-wave
equation. For its group-invariant solutions, an ordinary differential equation of
fractional order with the new independent variable z s xtya r2 is derived. The
derivative then is an Erdelyi]Kober derivative depending on a parameter a . Its
complete solution is given in terms of the Wright and the generalized Wright
functions. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present the group-invariant solutions of a partial
differential equation of fractional order containing among particular cases
Ž . Ž .the diffusion equation a s 1 , the wave equation a s 2 , and the so-
Ž .called fractional diffusion-wave equation 1 F a F 2 . This equation is
obtained by replacing the first- or second-order time derivative in the
diffusion or wave equation, respectively, by a generalized derivative of
order a G 1, defined in the sense of the Riemann]Liouville fractional
calculus:
› au x , t › 2 u x , tŽ . Ž .
s D , x ) 0, t ) 0, D ) 0, a G 1, 1Ž .a 2› t › x
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with
¡ n› u x , t ,Ž .
,n› t
a› u x , tŽ . a s n g N~s na 1 › t› t nyay1t y s u x , s ds,Ž . Ž .HnG n y a › tŽ . 0¢
n y 1 - a - n g N.
Such equations have already appeared in texts on physics and mathemat-
ics. Mathematical aspects of the boundary value problems for this equation
and for more general ones and their applications in physics have been
w x w x w x w xtreated in papers by Engler 1 , Fujita 2 , Mainardi 10]12 , Pruss 16 ,È
w x w x w xSaichev and Zaslavski 17 , Schneider and Wyss 18 , and Wyss 20 . In a
Ž w x .series of papers see 12 and the references there the two basic boundary
Ž .value problems for the fractional diffusion-wave equation 1 F a F 2
were considered.
Ž .a Cauchy problem:
u x , 0 q s g x , y‘ - x - q‘; u .‘, t s 0, t ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .b Signaling problem:
u x , 0 q s 0, x ) 0; u 0 q , t s h t , u q‘, t s 0, t ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .By using integral transforms Laplace, Fourier, or Mellin type , the Green's
Ž . Ž .functions G x, t, a and G x, t, a for these problems were expressed inc s
Žterms of some special functions of Wright or Mittag]Leffler type, Fox
ya r2 '. Ž .H-function with the similarity argument z s xt r D x ) 0, t ) 0 .
We will explain this fact in our article and determine by using the method
Ž .of group analysis that Eq. 1 is in fact invariant under a symmetry group
of scaling transformations.
The method of group analysis of differential equations began with the
work of Sophus Lie more than 100 years ago. Roughly speaking, a
symmetry group of a system of differential equations is a group that
transforms solutions of the system to other solutions. For partial differen-
tial equations one can determine special types of solutions, which are
invariant under some subgroup of the full symmetry group of the system.
These ``group-invariant'' solutions are found by solving a reduced system
of equations having fewer independent variables than the original system.
In recent years the ideas of the Lie group approach have been extended
to difference equations and to integro-differential equations. We refer to
w x w xthe handbooks 4]6 for results and literature and especially to 3 for the
case of integro-differential equations.
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w xIn 14 one can find the full symmetry groups of the diffusion and the
wave equation. Here we will focus on the so-called similarity method,
developed by G. D. Birkhoff in the 1930s, and consider the special case of
scaling transformations.
Ž .In the general case a f N one cannot use the chain rule for the
operation of differentiation to get a reduced equation for the scale-in-
Ž .variant solutions of 1 as in the case of partial differential equations
Ž . Ž .a s 1, 2 . In spite of this we will transform Eq. 1 into an ordinary
differential equation of fractional order with the new independent variable
z s xtya r2. The derivative then is an Erdelyi]Kober derivative depending
Žon a parameter a . For a s 1 and a s 2 the diffusion and the wave
.equations this reduced equation corresponds to the ordinary differential
Ž w x.equations well known in the literature see 14 .
We present also the general solution of the obtained differential equa-
tion of fractional order with the Erdelyi]Kober derivative in terms of the
Wright and the generalized Wright functions.
2. THE EQUATION FOR THE SCALE-INVARIANT SOLUTIONS
In this article we will apply the similarity method to the partial differen-
Ž .tial equation of fractional order 1 . At first we determine a symmetry
Žgroup T of scaling transformations for this equation. We have x s l x,l
b .t s l t, u s u :
› 2 › 2
2u x , t s l u x , t ,Ž . Ž .2 2› x › x
› a › n
nbu x , t s l u x , t , for a s n g N.Ž . Ž .a n› t › t
In the case n y 1 - a - n, n g N, using variable substitution we get
› a 1 › n t nyay1u x , t s t y s u x , x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ha n› t G n y a › tŽ . 0
nb nl › b nyay1trl yb bs tl y s u x , l s dsŽ . Ž .HnG n y a › tŽ . 0
a b nl › t nyay1s t y t u x , t dtŽ . Ž .HnG n y a › tŽ . 0
› a
a bs l u x , t .Ž .a› t
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It follows that
a 2 a 2› u › u › u › u 2
a b 2y D s l y Dl s 0, if b s .
a a2 2› t › t a› x › x
Ž .This means that the invariant of the scaling transformation T for Eq. 1l
has the form
h x , t , u s xty1r b s xtya r2 .Ž .
As in the case of partial differential equations, we use the transformation
u x , t s ¤ z , z s xtya r2Ž . Ž .
to determine the scale-invariant solutions of the partial differential equa-
Ž .tion of fractional order 1 .
Let us solve for the partial derivative u and partial derivative ofx x
fractional order › aur› t a, a ) 0, in terms of partial derivatives of ¤ . We
find
u s ¤ X z tya r2 , u s ¤Y z tya . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .x x x
In the case a s 1 and a s 2, the derivative › aur› t a can be expressed in
terms of a linear ordinary differential operator, applied to ¤ , of order 1 or
Ž w x.2, respectively see 14 . In the general case we have
THEOREM 1. The partial deri¤ati¤e of fractional order › aur› t a, a ) 0 of
Ž . Ž . ya r2the function u x, t s ¤ z , z s xt is gi¤en by the relation
› au
ya 1ya , as t P ¤ z , z ) 0, 3Ž . Ž .Ž .2r aa› t
with the Erdelyi]Kober fractional differential operator Pt , a of order a ) 0:b
hy1 1 d
t , a tqa , hyaP g z [ t q j y z K g z , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Łb bž /b dzjs0
w xa q 1, a f N,
h s ½ a , a g N,
where
‘1¡ ay1 yŽtqa . 1r bu y 1 u g zu du, a ) 0,Ž . Ž .Ht , a ~ G aŽ .K g z [Ž . 1Ž .b ¢g z , a s 0Ž .
is the Erdelyi]Kober fractional integral operator.
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Ž ya r2 .Proof. Let n y 1 - a - n, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . We then have z s xt
› au › n 1 t nyay1 ya r2s t y t ¤ xt dt 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ha n ž /› t › t G n y aŽ . 0
› n
nya 1, nyas t K ¤ z ,Ž .Ž .ž /2r an› t
where
‘1 nyay11, nya ayny1 a r2K ¤ z s u y 1 u ¤ zu duŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . H2r a G n y aŽ . 1
is the Erdelyi]Kober fractional integral operator.
Ž ya r2 .In view of the relation z s xt
› a a d
Xya r2y1t f z s tx y t f z s y z f z , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /› t 2 2 dz
we arrive at
› n
nya 1, nyat K ¤ zŽ .Ž .ž /2r an› t
› ny1 a d
ny1ya 1, nyas t n y a y z K ¤ zŽ .Ž .2r any1 ž /ž /2 dz› t
ny1 a d
ya 1, nyas ??? s t 1 y a q j y z K ¤ zŽ .Ž .Ł 2r až /2 dzjs0
s tya P1ya , a ¤ z .Ž .Ž .2r a
Ž .In the case a s n s 1, 2, 3, . . . we use the relation 6 once again and get
Ž yn r2 .z s xt
› au › n › n -1 ›
y1[ ¤ z s t ? t ¤ zŽ . Ž .a n ny1 ž /› t › t › t› t
› ny1 n d
y1s t y z ¤ zŽ .ny1 ž /ž /2 dz› t
ny1 n d
yn yn 1yn , ns ??? s t 1 y n q j y z ¤ z s t P ¤ z .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł 2r až /2 dzjs0
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Ž . Ž .Now we substitute the expressions 2 and 3 into the partial differential
Ž .equation of fractional order 1 , and we find
tya P1ya , a ¤ z s Dtya ¤Y z , z ) 0, D ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .2r a
As could be expected, this equation is equivalent to one in which the
variable t does not occur:
P1ya , a ¤ z s D¤Y z , z ) 0, a G 1, 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2r a
with the Erdelyi]Kober fractional differential operator P1ya , a.2r a
Remark 1. Following from the definition of the Erdelyi]Kober frac-
Ž .tional differential operator 4 , in the case a s n g N the reduced equa-
Ž .tion 7 for the scale-invariant solutions is a linear ordinary differential
 4 Ž .equation of order max 2, n . In the case a s 1 the diffusion equation this
equation takes the form
1 X Y0, 1P ¤ z s y z¤ z s D¤ z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
Ž .and in the case a s 2 the wave equation the form
Py1 , 2 ¤ z s 2 z¤ X z q z 2 ¤Y z s D¤Y z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
w xOne can find a complete discussion of these cases in, for example, 14 .
3. THE SCALE-INVARIANT SOLUTIONS
In this part of our article we present the exact form for the scale-in-
Ž .variant solutions of the partial differential equation of fractional order 1 .
Note here that such solutions are well known for the diffusion equation
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.a s 1 and for the wave equation a s 2 see 14 . In the general case,
Ž .to the authors' knowledge, equations of type 7 have not yet been
considered in the literature on fractional calculus and fractional differen-
Ž .tial equations. It turns out that the solutions of Eq. 7 have different
structure in the cases 1 F a - 2, a s 2, and a ) 2. We begin with the
first case:
THEOREM 2. The scale-in¤ariant solutions of the partial differential equa-
Ž . Ž ya r2 .tion of fractional order 1 in the case 1 F a - 2 ha¤e the form z s xt
¤ z s C ¤ z q C ¤ z , with arbitrary real constants C and C ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2
8Ž .
a a' '¤ z s W yzr D ; y , 1 , ¤ z s W zr D ; y , 1 9Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2ž / ž /2 2
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with the Wright function
‘ kz
W z ; l, m [ .Ž . Ý k!G lk q mŽ .ks0
Ž .Proof. Let us consider the case a s 1. Then Eq. 7 for the scale-in-
Žvariant solutions is the linear ordinary differential equation of order 2 see
. Ž .Remark 1 , which has two independent solutions. Since the functions ¤ z1
Ž . Ž w x.and ¤ z are entire functions in the complex plane for a - 2 see 19 ,2
we immediately have
ky1
‘ '1 1 y1 yzr DŽ .Xy z¤ z s y zŽ . Ý1 '2 2 k y 1 !G 1 y kr2Ž . Ž .D ks1
k
‘ '1 yzr DŽ .
s y Ý2 k y 1 ! ykr2 G ykr2Ž . Ž . Ž .ks1
k
‘ 'yzr DŽ . Ys s D¤ z ,Ž .Ý 1k!G ykr2Ž .ks1
and, analogously,
1 X Yy z¤ z s D¤ z ,Ž . Ž .2 22
which completes the proof in the case a s 1.
Y Ž .In the case 1 - a - 2 after substituting ¤ s y, Eq. 7 takes the form
1
y z y L y z s c z q c , z ) 0, D ) 0, 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a 1 2D
where c , c are arbitrary real constants, and1 2
L y z s P1ya , aI 2 y z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a 2ra 0q
with the Riemann]Liouville fractional integral operator
1 t ay1aI y t s t y t y t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H0q G aŽ . 0
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Ž .Equation 10 is a fraction integro-differential equation of the second kind
of order 2 y a ) 0, and it has a unique solution if the right-hand side has
Ž . Ž w x w x.the form f z s c z q c see 9 , 21 . This means that the initial equa-1 2
Ž .tion 7 has no more than two linearly independent solutions.
Ž . Ž .Let us prove that the functions 9 satisfy Eq. 7 . First we have
ky2 k
‘ ‘' '1 yzr D k k y 1 1 yzr DŽ .Ž . Ž .Y¤ z s sŽ . Ý Ý1 D k!G 1 y ar2 k D k!G 1 y a y ar2 kŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks2 ks0
11Ž .
1 a's W yzr D ; y , 1 y a ,ž /D 2
ky2 k
‘ ‘' '1 zr D k k y 1 1 zr DŽ .Ž . Ž .Y¤ z s sŽ . Ý Ý2 D k!G 1 y ar2 k D k!G 1 y a y ar2 kŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks2 ks0
12Ž .
1 a's W zr D ; y , 1 y a .ž /D 2
Unfortunately, it is not possible to apply the operator P1ya , a term by2r a
Ž .term to the power series 9 because of divergence of the corresponding
integrals. Instead we use here methods based on the Parseval equality for
the Mellin integral transform and the well-known integral representation
of the Wright function.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let ¤ z and ¤ z be defined by 9 . Then the relations1 2
a
1ya , a 'P ¤ z s W yzr D ; y , 1 y a ,Ž .Ž .2r a 1 ž /2
a
1ya , a 'P ¤ z s W zr D ; y , 1 y aŽ .Ž .2r a 2 ž /2
hold for 1 - a - 2.
Ž .Proof. In the case 1 - a - 2, the left-hand side of Eq. 7 has the form
a d a d
1ya , a 1, 2yaP ¤ z s 1 y a y z 2 y a y z K ¤ z ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2r a 2raž / ž /2 dz 2 dz
13Ž .
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where
‘1 1ya1, 2ya ay3 a r2K ¤ z s t y 1 t ¤ zt dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . H2r a G 2 y aŽ . 1
is the Erdelyi]Kober fraction integral operator. According to Wright
Žw x.19 ,
eyZ
y1¤ z s A q O Z , for z “ q‘, 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0'Z
with
d
a 1 1 y dŽ .1r1ydd 'Z s 1 y d d zr D , d s , A s ,Ž . Ž . 0 ' '2 2p d
2
y2ra¤ z s q O z , for z “ q‘. 15Ž . Ž . Ž .2 a
Ž . 1ya , aIt follows from these two relations and 13 that the operator P is2r a
Ž . Ž .well defined on the functions ¤ z and ¤ z .1 2
Ž . Ž .To get its effect on the function ¤ z , we represent the operator 13 in1
Žw x w x.the form 7 , 21
1 G 1 q ar2 sŽ .Ž .
U1ya , a ysP ¤ z s ¤ s z ds, 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H2r a 2p i G 1 y a q ar2 sŽ .Ž .Li ‘
where
‘
U sy1¤ s s ¤ t t dsŽ . Ž .H
0
Ž .  Ž . 4is the Mellin integral transform of ¤ t and L s s g C: R s s g ) 0 .i ‘
w xBy using results from 13 we arrive at
G sŽ . ysU '¤ s s 1r D . 17Ž . Ž .Ž .1 G 1 q ar2 sŽ .Ž .
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We have then
1 G 1 q ar2 sŽ .Ž .
U1ya , a ysP ¤ z s ¤ s z dsŽ . Ž .Ž . H2r a 1 12p i G 1 y a q ar2 sŽ .Ž .Li ‘
1 G 1 q ar2 s G sŽ . Ž .Ž .
s H2p i G 1 y a q ar2 s G 1 q ar2 sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Li ‘
ys ys'= 1r D z dsŽ .
1 G sŽ . ys's zr D ds.Ž .H2p i G 1 y a q ar2 sŽ .Ž .Li ‘
Ž w x.The last integral is a particular case of the Fox H-function see 15 .
Representing it as a series, we get the statement of our Lemma 1 for the
Ž .function ¤ z .1
Ž .This method could not be applied to the function ¤ z , since the Mellin2
integral transform of this function does not exist. Instead we use the
Ž w x.modified integral representation of the Wright function see 19 , which
has the form
t1 e
ar2 '¤ z s 1 q exp zt r D y 1 dt . 4Ž . Ž .H2 2p i tLy
Here the contour L is the cut in the complex plane coinciding with they
Ž .negative real semi-axis. Applying now the operator 13 and changing the
order of integration, we have
1 a d a d
1ya , aP ¤ z s q 1 y a y z 2 y a y zŽ .Ž .2r a 2 ž / ž /G 1 y a 2 dz 2 dzŽ .
18Ž .
t
‘1 e 1 1ya ay3 a r2 a r2 't y 1 t exp zt t r D y 1 dt dt . 4Ž . Ž .H H2p i t G 2 y aŽ .L 1y
w xUsing the Parseval equality for the Mellin integral transform from 13 , we
have
‘1 1ya ay3 a r2 a r2 't y 1 t exp zt t r D dt 4Ž .H
G 2 y aŽ . 1
1 1 G 1 y ar2 s G ysŽ . Ž .Ž . s
a r2 's q yzt r D ds,Ž .H
G 3 y a 2p i G 3 y a y ar2 sŽ . Ž .Ž .Li ‘
19Ž .
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where
t g L , L s s g C: 0 - R s s g - 1 . 4Ž .y i ‘
The contour L in the last representation can be transformed into thei ‘
contour L , which goes from the point yai q ‘, a ) 0 to the pointq‘
< Ž . < Ž .bi q ‘, b ) 0 in such a manner that I s - C, R s ) 0 for all s g L ,q‘
C is a constant, and the points s s 1, 2, 3, . . . and s s 2ra , 4ra , 6ra , . . .
are on the right side of this contour, whereas the point s s 0 is on the left
Ž . Žside. We substitute the representation 19 with the contour L insteadq‘
. Ž .of L into 18 and, using the identityi ‘
a d a d a a
s s1 y a y z 2 y a y z z s 1 y a y s 2 y a y s z ,ž / ž /ž / ž /2 dz 2 dz 2 2
we arrive at
P1ya , a ¤ zŽ .Ž .2r a 2
1 1 et
s q H
G 1 y a 2p i tŽ . Ly
1 G 1 y ar2 s G ysŽ . Ž .Ž . s
a r2 '? yzt r D ds dt .Ž .H2p i G 1 y a y ar2 sŽ .Ž .Lq‘
Changing the order of integration in the last formula, using the well-known
Ž w x.representation of the G-function see 13
1 1
t ybs e t dt , if R b - 1,Ž .H
G b 2p iŽ . Ly
and representing the obtained Fox H-function as a series, we finally get
1 1 G 1 y ar2 s G ysŽ . Ž .Ž .
1ya , aP ¤ z s qŽ .Ž . H2r a 2 G 1 y a 2p i G 1 y a y ar2 sŽ . Ž .Ž .Lq‘
1s
t yŽ1yŽa r2. s.'= yzr D ? e t dt dsŽ . H2p i Ly
1 1 G ysŽ .
s q H
G 1 y a 2p i G 1 y a y ar2 sŽ . Ž .Ž .Lq‘
s'= yzr DŽ .
k
‘ '1 zr DŽ .
s q Ý
G 1 y a k!G 1 y a y ar2 kŽ . Ž .Ž .ks1
a's W zr D ; y , 1 y a .ž /2
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This last relation completes our proof of Lemma 1. The statement of
Ž . Ž .Theorem 2 follows now by comparing relations 11 and 12 and the
results proven in Lemma 1.
Ž .Remark 2. In the case a s 1 i.e., for the diffusion equation the
Ž .scale-invariant solutions 9 have the form
k 2 nq1
‘ ‘' 'yzr D yzr DŽ . Ž .
¤ z s s 1 qŽ . Ý Ý1 k!G 1 y 1r2 k 2n q 1 !G 1r2 y nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ks0 ns0
2 nq1n‘ 'y1 zr 2 DŽ . Ž .Ž .' 's 1 y p s 1 y p erf zr 2 D ,Ž .Ž .Ý n ! n q 1r2Ž . Ž .ns0
and, analogously,
'¤ z s 1 q p erf zr 2 D ,Ž . Ž .Ž .2
where erf is the error function, which is in agreement with the known
Ž w x.results see 14 .
Ž .Remark 3. The scale-invariant solutions 9 can also be used in the case
Ž .a s 2 wave equation . In this case we should write them in the form
k2‘ z rDŽ .
u z s ¤ z q ¤ z r2 s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý1 1 2 G 1 q 2k G 1 y a kŽ . Ž .ks0
a
u z s D ? G 1 y ¤ z y ¤ z r2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 1ž /2
k2‘a z rDŽ .
s G 1 y z .Ýž /2 G 2 q 2k G 1 y ar2 y a kŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž .Using the relation a s 2
G 1 y ar2 a a aŽ .
s y y y 1 = ??? = y y 2k y 1Ž .ž / ž / ž /G 1 y ar2 y a k 2 2 2Ž .
s 2k !, k s 0, 1, 2, . . .Ž .
we arrive for a s 2 at
u z s 1,Ž .1
k k2 2‘ ‘z rD 2k ! z rDŽ .Ž . Ž .
u z s z s zŽ . Ý Ý2 1 q 2k ! 1 q 2kŽ .ks0 ks0
' 'D D y z 's y ln , z - D .'2 D q z
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Ž w x .Remark 4. In a series of papers see 12 and references there some
Ž .boundary-value problems for Eq. 1 were considered. Using the asymp-
Ž . Ž .totic formulae 14 and 15 , we can get the boundary values of signaling
Ž .type for our scale-invariant solutions of Eq. 1 :
u x , 0 q s ¤ q‘ s 0, x ) 0,Ž . Ž .1 1
u 0 q , t s ¤ 0 s 1, t ) 0,Ž . Ž .1 1
u q‘, t s ¤ q‘ s 0, t ) 0,Ž . Ž .1 1
2
u x , 0 q s ¤ q‘ s , x ) 0,Ž . Ž .2 2 a
u 0 q , t s ¤ 0 s 1, t ) 0,Ž . Ž .2 2
2
u q‘, t s ¤ q‘ s , t ) 0.Ž . Ž .2 2 a
Now we consider the case 2 - a :
THEOREM 3. The scale-in¤ariant solutions of the partial differential equa-
Ž .tion of fractional order 1 in the case 2 - a , a f N, ha¤e the form
Ž ya r2 .z s xt
w xa




1, 1 , 2 y 1 q j , 2Ž . Ž .y2qŽ2ra .Ž1qj. y2ž /a¤ z s z C ; Dz , 21Ž . Ž .j 2 1
a y j, aŽ .
where
a , A , . . . , a , AŽ . Ž .1 1 p p
C ; zp q b , B . . . b , BŽ . Ž .1 1 1 q
Ž w x.is the generalized Wright function see 15 :
p k‘a , A , . . . , a , AŽ . Ž . Ł G a q Ak zŽ .1 1 p p is1 i
C ; z s . 22Ž .Ýp q qŁ G b q B k k!Ž .b , B . . . b , BŽ . Ž . is1 i i1 1 q q ks0
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Ž 1ya , a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. After substituting P ¤ z s y z , Eq. 7 has the form2r a
w xa
y4qŽ2ra .Ž1qj.y z y D L y z s c z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýa j
js0
w xwhere c , 0 F j F a are arbitrary real constants andj
d2
1ya , aL y z s K y z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a 2ra2dz
This last equation is an integro-differential equation of the second kind
and of order a y 2 ) 0 that has a unique solution if the right-hand side
Ž . w a x y4qŽ2ra .Ž1qj. Ž w x w x.has the form f z s Ý c z see 9 , 21 . This means thatjs0 j
Ž . w xEq. 7 has no more than a q 1 linearly independent solutions. Let us
Ž . w xprove that the functions ¤ z , 0 F j F a are its solutions. According toj
w x15 the generalized Wright functions are entire functions in the case
under consideration. We can differentiate the corresponding series term
by term, and we have
2 2
Y y4qŽ2ra .Ž1qj.¤ z s y2 y 2k q 1 q j y3 y 2k q 1 q j zŽ . Ž . Ž .j ž / ž /a a
23Ž .
2
G 2 y 1 q j q 2kŽ .‘ ž /aky2? DzŽ .Ý
G a y j q a kŽ .ks0
2
G 4 y 1 q j q 2kŽ .‘ ž /aky4qŽ2ra .Ž1qj. y2s z Dz .Ž .Ý
G a y j q a kŽ .ks0
1ya , a Ž .We can also apply the operator P term by term to the series 21 .2r a
Specifying the well-known formula for the effect of the Erdelyi]Kober
Ž w x.fractional derivative on a power function see 7 for our case, we get
G 1 y ar2 p aŽ .Ž .
1ya , a p pP t z s z , 1 y p ) 0.Ž .Ž .2r a G 1 y a y ar2 p 2Ž .Ž .
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Using the last formula, we arrive at
‘
k1ya , a y2qŽ2ra .Ž1qj. y2P ¤ z s z DzŽ . Ž .Ž . Ý2r a j
ks0
G 2 y 2ra 1 q j q 2k G a y j q a kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
=
G a y j q a k G yj q a kŽ . Ž .
‘
ky2qŽ2ra .Ž1qj. y2s z DzŽ .Ý
ks0
G 2 y 2ra 1 q j q 2kŽ . Ž .Ž .
=
G yj q a kŽ .
‘
ky4qŽ2ra .Ž1qj. y2s Dz DzŽ .Ý
ks0
G 4 y 2ra 1 q j q 2kŽ . Ž .Ž .
= .
G a y j q a kŽ .
Ž .Comparing this relation with 23 , we get the statement of our Theorem 3.
Finally we consider the case of natural number 2 - a s n g N. Using
exactly the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have
THEOREM 4. The scale-in¤ariant solutions of the partial differential equa-
Ž .tion 2 - n g N
› nu
s Du , t ) 0, x ) 0, D ) 0x xn› t
Ž n r2 .ha¤e the form z s xrt
ny1




1, 1 , 2 y 1 q j , 2Ž . Ž .y2qŽ2r n.Ž1qj. y2ž /n¤ z s z C ; Dz ,Ž .j 2 1
n y j, nŽ .
0 F j F n y 2,
¤ z s 1.Ž .ny1
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Remark 5. In the case of a s n s 2 we can use the results of Theorem
'4 for z ) D . We have
¤ z s 1,Ž .1
2 kq1ky2 y1‘ ‘ 'Dz 2k ! 1 D zŽ . Ž . Ž .y1¤ z s z sŽ . Ý Ý0 'G 2 q 2k 2k q 1Ž . 2 Dks0 ks0
'1 z y D
s y ln .' '2 D z q D
Ž w x.Combining these relations with Remark 3, we get the well-known see 14
scale-invariant solutions of the wave equation:
'x y D t
u x , t s ¤ xrt s C q C ln .Ž . Ž . 1 2 'x q D t
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